


What you need
 To join data you need two columns that have 

overlapping data – a unique identifier – one 

column from the data table and its identical 

column in the map layer.  

 If you’re using a version of ArcGIS older than 9.3, 

you cannot have more than ten characters for 

column names.

○ Avoid column names with more than 10 characters, 

spaces, periods or any other special character.



Two ways to prepare your 

spreadsheet for the join

 Use ArcCatalog to Import your spreadsheet into 

your projects Geodatabase
○ Saving your Excel Spreadsheet into ‘Excel 97-2003 

Workbook’ has proven to work the best.

 Use ArcCatalog to Export your spreadsheet into a 

.dbf



Using ArcCatalog to Import your Spreadsheet



Using ArcCatalog Export Excel Spreadsheet to .dbf



Add two data files to your project to join



Join the data table to the map





Validate Join



Verify that the join worked correctly

Open Attributes Table and scroll

to the far right to see if the data

from the Excel spreadsheet has

been appended to the end of the 

attribute table.

Double check the number of records

in the spreadsheet and the newly 

joined shapefile – you should 

have the same number of records.



Create a new shapefile/feature class



Reasons joining tables may fail

 Values in the specified fields don’t match
○ Case sensitive – ‘WILLOW LAKE’ will not join with ‘Willow Lake’

 Field names in the table are reserved words
○ examples include date, day, month, table, text, user, when, where, 

year, and zone

 The name of the table or feature class, or field names 

in the table or feature class, include spaces or special 

characters. Eliminate anything that is not 

alphanumeric or an underscore.
○ Special characters include hyphens, parentheses, brackets, 

symbols such as $, %, and #, and so on.

○ Avoid starting field names with numbers or an underscore.
 Invalid contained characters: `~@#$%^&*()-+=|\\,<>?/{}.!'[]:; 

 Invalid starting characters: `~@#$%^&*()-+=|\\,<>?/{}.!'[]:;_0123456789


